PERSONAL WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS
An Interactive Guide

ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL
B2B professionals have unique business roles and personalities that affect each differently. As such, productivity tools must meet those unique needs. With this new sense of permanence, a variety of personas can tune to their best productivity and ergo solutions.

• Knowledge Professional: Corporate users across all functional areas who spend 60-70% of their time at workstations in creation/collaboration mode.
• Power User: Skilled professionals whose focus is on a high level of creation and maximum output. (i.e. Software developers, creative professionals, and analysts).
• Hybrid Professional: Corporate users across all functional areas that don’t regularly work from the office and rely on a mobile workstation.
• Ergo + Well-being Conscious: Employees across all functions/levels that spend the majority of time on a computer. They may be addressing daily pain or want to avoid future discomfort.

LOGITECH ADVANTAGE
• Enterprise ready: Certified and managed tools for IT
• Sustainability: Device lifetime extension, improved B2B packaging, and circularity
• Productive Workspace: Ease of doing business
• Software: Customizing desktop tools
• Security: Uncompromising commitment

ROLL OVER THE PRODUCTS FOR DETAIL
Logitech’s new standard for high performance wireless connectivity for people who create and produce in a world of congested wireless environments, evolving compatibility requirements and increasing security expectations. Pair up to six Logitech for Business wireless mice and keyboards to a single Logi Bolt USB receiver.

- **Globally Available and Certified**
  Global deployment with distribution and certification 100+ countries.

- **Professional Support**
  For business solutions are supported by agents who receive special training to service IT professionals and their end users for the products entire lifecycle.

- **2-Year Warranty**
  Including Advanced Replacement RMAs in North America.

### THE MASTER SERIES FOR BUSINESS

**MX Keys Combo for Business**
IDEAL FOR Coders, Creatives, Analysts, and others with advanced workflow needs looking for a keyboard and mouse combo
Logi P/N: 920-009292

**MX Keys for Business**
IDEAL FOR Coders, Creatives, Analysts, and others with advanced workflow needs
Logi P/N: 920-010116

**MX Anywhere 3 for Business**
IDEAL FOR Coders, creatives, analysts and others who need precision in a compact mouse
Logi P/Ns
910-006204 (Graphite)
910-006215 (Pale grey)

**MX Master 3 for Business**
IDEAL FOR Coders, Creatives, Analysts, and others who need a full-sized mouse with precise tracking
Logi P/N: 910-006198

### THE ERGO SERIES FOR BUSINESS

**ERGO K860 Split Keyboard for Business**
IDEAL FOR People who want to work long hours and remain comfortable using a computer
Logi P/N: 920-010175

**MX Keys Mini for Business**
IDEAL FOR People who need more workspace—especially creators with a demanding workflow
Logi P/Ns
920-010594 (Graphite)
920-010595 (Pale grey)

**M575 Wireless Trackball for Business**
IDEAL FOR People who want comfort for long hours at the computer
Logi P/Ns
910-006197 (Graphite)
910-006437 (Off white)

**Signature M650 and M650 Large for Business**
IDEAL FOR people who want greater productivity and speed with enterprise-grade security
Logi P/Ns
M650 Large: 910-006346 (Graphite)
M650 Large: 910-006347 (Off white)
M650: 910-006272 (Graphite)
M650: 910-006273 (Off white)
M650 Left: 910-006234 (Graphite)
LOGI FOR BUSINESS

All Logitech for Business devices come paired with a Logi Bolt receiver for plug-and-play convenience. Users simply plug the Logi Bolt USB receiver in, power on their Logitech keyboard or mouse, and they’re ready to go.

FORTIFIED SECURITY

Logi Bolt was engineered to meet rising security expectations. It is a wireless protocol that combines Bluetooth® Low Energy wireless technology Security Mode 1, Security Level 4, sometimes called Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Mode, with additional Logitech security features designed to reduce vulnerability when devices are paired to a Logi Bolt USB receiver.

Logi P/N: 956-000007

TECHNICAL VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Near-Universal OS Compatibility

Logitech for business solutions work with just about every operating system and platform including—but not limited to—Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, Chrome OS®, Android™, iOS® and iPadOS®. In fact, Logitech for business solutions powered by Logi Bolt are more universally compatible than most leading peripheral brands on the market.

Robust Connections

Logi Bolt USB receivers provide a strong, reliable, drop off free connection up to 10 meters (33 feet) even in congested wireless environments—with a lower average latency than other commonly deployed wireless protocols for enterprise.

Pair Up To 6 Logi Bolt Devices

End users can pair up to six Logi Bolt compatible devices to one USB receiver—with an encrypted, fully authenticated connection that stays strong in even highly congested wireless environments.

With two connection options—Logi Bolt USB receiver or Bluetooth® Low Energy wireless technology—Logitech for business wireless mice and keyboards are perfect for mixed OS environments comprising desktops, laptops, tablets, and smartphones.
Just as it is important for people in a conference room to be seen and heard by remote participants, people working from home or elsewhere also need to look and sound their best. Logitech personal collaboration solutions turn any work area into an instant collaboration space – providing outstanding audio and video quality, minimizing distractions, and allowing you to manage how you present yourself.

**UNCLUTTER YOUR DESKTOP**

Logi Dock is an all-in-one docking station with meeting controls and a built-in speakerphone that works seamlessly with leading video conferencing services. Designed for personal workspaces, private offices, and focus rooms, Logi Dock makes joining meetings as easy as one touch and delivers crystal-clear audio for calls and music. It’s simple to set up, connects your desktop peripherals, and eliminates workspace clutter for more productive work days.

Logi P/N:
986-000025 (Graphite, UC)
986-000015 (Graphite, Microsoft Teams Certified)
986-000031 (White, UC)

Logi Dock connects up to five USB peripherals, and up to two monitors\(^1\) while charging your laptop up to 100 watts. With fewer cords and dongles, and less visual clutter, Logi Dock makes room for cleaner workspaces and better work days. USB to DisplayPort adapter is required to support dual monitors with Mac.

**HEAR AND BE HEARD CLEARLY**

**Noise-canceling Speakerphone**
Six beamforming microphones help capture your voice clearly while advanced algorithms suppress unwanted background noise.

**Easy Audio-Switch**
For private conversations, switch the audio from Logi Dock’s speakerphone to your personal audio by turning on your Zone Wireless headset or inserting your Zone True Wireless earbuds.

**Add Music to Your Workday**
Logi Dock’s expertly-tuned speakers deliver immersive, crystal-clear sound, so you can enjoy your favorite tunes between or after meetings. Pair to your smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth\(^*\) to stream audio.
Look professional and confident with an HD webcam certified for business. These small but mighty devices with auto-light correction and digital zoom can help you look your best on every video call. No matter where you work, we have a webcam to meet your needs and upgrade your video experience.

**C925e**
Enhanced 1080p business webcam with HD autofocus for true-to-life clarity. The C925e delivers professional, quality video for all-day use with H.264 support, 78° field of view, and dual stereo mics.
Logi P/N: 960-001075

**C920e**
Look professional from anywhere with this 1080p business webcam that’s easy to use and perfect for mass deployment. The C920e webcam features 78° field of view and dual stereo mics.
Logi P/N: 960-001401

**C930e**
Upgrade your video meetings with an advanced 1080p business webcam that delivers high-resolution video in virtually any environment and H.264 support. The C930e webcam features 4x HD zoom, 90° field of view, and dual stereo mics.
Logi P/N: 960-000971

**C505e**
Crisp, smooth, and colorful video quality with auto light correction that adjusts to your meeting space. This webcam offers HD 720p and a long-range mic up to 3m. The C505e features 60° field of view and a mono mic.
Logi P/N: 960-001385

**BRIO**
Premium 4K webcam with HDR and Windows® Hello support. Packed with innovative technology, this webcam adjusts to let you look your best in any lighting. It’s the ultimate webcam for professional video meetings. The Brio webcam features 5X HD zoom, variable field of view (90°/78°/65°), and dual stereo mics.
Logi P/N: 960-001105
Logitech Zone headsets and earbuds are enterprise-grade — built for today’s knowledge workers and certified for most major calling platforms. Download the Logi Tune app to easily manage your headphones and customize your audio preferences.

**ZONE TRUE WIRELESS**

Bluetooth® earbuds that provide outstanding audio quality while keeping out unwanted noise with advanced beamforming technology and adaptive hybrid ANC.

Logi P/N: 985-001081 (Graphite)

**ZONE WIRELESS (PLUS)**

Bluetooth® headset designed to help you work from anywhere with exceptional sound, flip-to-mute mic, and Qi wireless charging. ANC helps reduce distractions even in noisy workspaces. Seamlessly switch between smartphone and computer for music and calls. Zone Wireless Plus includes a Logitech Unifying + Audio receiver, which can connect up to six Logitech Unifying wireless peripherals.

Logi P/N: 981-000918 (UC Zone Wireless Plus)
Logi P/N: 981-000858 (MSFT Teams Zone Wireless Plus)

**ZONE WIRED**

USB wired headset that delivers premium audio for focus time and reliable call clarity with noise-canceling dual mic technology. Generously sized 40mm drivers deliver full-bodied bass to create satisfying sound for video calls and music.

Logi P/N: 981-000876 (UC Zone Wired)
Logi P/N: 981-000871 (MSFT Teams Zone Wired)

**ZONE WIRED EARBUDS**

Wired earbuds with noise-canceling, boomless dual mic technology that captures voice in complete clarity. Always stay connected with convenient plug-and-play connections: 3.5 mm, USB-C, and USB-A.

Logi P/N: 981-001012 (Graphite UC Zone Wired Earbuds)
Logi P/N: 981-001008 (Graphite MSFT Teams Zone Wired Earbuds)
LOGITECH OPTIONS

- **BUTTON & KEY CUSTOMIZATION**
  - Set button and key assignments, cursor and scroll wheel speed, and much more.

- **GESTURE BUTTON**
  - Become more productive by using the gesture button to reproduce trackpad gestures.

- **APPLICATION SPECIFIC SETTINGS**
  - Set buttons to perform specific tasks.

- **NOTIFICATIONS & STATUS**
  - Device-specific status and notifications so you know what’s up with your devices.

- **LOGITECH FLOW**
  - Move your cursor to the edge of the screen and automatically switch between computers—transfer text, images, and files.

- **BACK UP DEVICE SETTINGS**
  - Create an account and backup your device settings to the cloud.

LOGITECH FLOW

- **CROSS-COMPUTER CONTROL**
  - Control multiple computers with one Flow-enabled mouse. Automatically switch between computers by moving your cursor to the edge of the screen. Your mouse flows with you, even between Windows® and macOS operating systems.

- **SEAMLESS FILE SHARING**
  - Flow makes transferring text, images, and files between your computers effortless—just copy on one and paste to the other. It’s the simplest way to transfer information—eliminating the need to rely on cloud services or sending yourself emails with attachments.

- **MULTIPLE COMPUTERS. ONE KEYBOARD.**
  - Create one central work station for multiple computers with a Flow-enabled mouse and keyboard. Your keyboard follows your cursor from one computer to another, meaning you can type on multiple devices in one fluid workflow.

SYNC

As the size of your video deployment grows, so does the number of devices you need to manage. Sync works alongside your service provider admin tool to help you build and maintain a video deployment your organization can depend on.

LOGI TUNE

Let people take charge of the video meeting experience wherever they are — at home, in the office, or on the go. With Logi Tune, webcam and headset settings are simple to customize. Plus, joining video meetings is easier than ever with calendar and Logi Dock integration.

SOFTWARE

Logitech software technologies are an integral part of the meeting experience for both meeting rooms and personal collaboration. Software enhances Logitech hardware by ensuring a consistent, unified, and customizable experience across devices and rooms, along with the ability to remotely manage those solutions.
Logitech® supports hybrid work with video collaboration solutions that create equitable meeting experiences for everyone. We help people and teams work better together from anywhere without compromising on quality, productivity, or the creativity that comes from collaboration.

Our Commitment to Shaping a Better World

Logitech commits to being part of global efforts to co-create a more sustainable world with a 1.5°C Climate Pledge, 100% renewable electricity goal, and certified CarbonNeutral® gaming products. We believe consumers have the right to make informed choices, so we are adding carbon transparency labels to our products. logitech.com/en-us/sustainability.html

For more information on Logitech for Business solutions visit www.logitech.com/workdesk